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Abstract 

In today world the image processing tools serve as a tool to study the various aspects of an image. In this study the 

purpose is to study the crack patterns in panel painting. First the cracks are extracted from a painting. Then it simplified 

with a line and a system of lines and the points of cross overs are studied as a model of crack pattern in that painting. 

Finally, the type of each cross points (X, Y or O), statics of line lengths and orientation, and crack island area are 

reported. The artificial intelligence is used for estimation of evolution of crack pattern is done based on continuation of 

end points and separating the big island to the smaller in load direction. 
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1. Introduction 
With their extensive environmental history, historical painted artifacts have a complicated network of cracks 

known as craquelures. Painting craquelure patterns have been examined extensively during the last few decades [1]. 

Currently, craquelures research is emerging as one of the most engaging and intriguing challenges on the nexus of 

humanities (art history and conservation) and natural sciences (and engineering) on the one hand, and natural 

sciences and engineering on the other [1]. The study of craquelures is motivated by two factors [2]. On the one hand, 

our research is motivated by a desire to learn more about how craquelures form and why there are so many varied 

and distinct craquelure patterns [3, 4]. On the other hand, the goal of this study is to make a significant contribution 

to the development of new evidence-based environmental standards for paintings, which are the most valuable and 

vulnerable legacy asset in museums and historic structures around the world [5]. 

Later progresses in innovation have brought major breakthroughs in profound learning strategies. In this work, 

the creator will expand on such methods for yield information of picture handling performed on craquelure designs 

in verifiable canvases. Verifiable painted objects, particularly board depictions, with their long natural history, show 

complex split patterns called craquelures. These are breaks in canvases that can be alluded to as ‘edge fractures’ 

since they are shaped from the free surface. The investigation has been conducted on the set of chosen craquelure 

designs to which a later deep learning strategy, i.e. Neural Systems calculation is executed and the comes about of 

such a self-learning process are discussed. Figure1 presents the Example of a painting with cracks (Lady with 

Ermine, Portrait of a Woman, and girl with pearl earring) and Figure-2 presents the Subjective perception regarding 

crack pattern change with different point of view. 
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(d) 

      
Figure-1. (a) Example of a painting with cracks, (b) Lady with Ermine, (c) Portrait of a Woman, Salting Bequest, (d) girl with pearl earring                      
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Figure-2. Subjective perception regarding crack pattern change with different point of view  
 

2. Material and Method 
2.1. Cracks Extraction by Image Processing 

The first stage inside the process is to retrieve the craquelure pattern from of the artwork's selected shards. To 

accomplish this, basic image processing technicians have been put in place in the proper order. Crack confirmation is 

premised on the reality that crack boundaries show up with a color to the background paint about which they take 

place. This should be mentioned that conjuring up the cracks line on dark surfaces is more difficult. For most cases, 

they are simply undetectable, both with a computer system and with the human eye. Only by panning in on the field 

of interest, preferably with the invention of the microscope, could all the specifics be indicated. The bright context, 

on the other side, is much more convenient hence more pragmatic. Countless examples of historical paintings show a 

greater contrast between both the crack boundaries and the context. 

The algorithm was created with the Matlab software. Numerous available processes were used, and a couple of 

variables were produced as a result. The limit values were selected from of the conceived by each snippet of the 

painters based on comparison, pixel density, and craquelure mass. The crack extract comprises of the three phases: 

The first objective is to define the cracks. The use of segmentation algorithm to identify line cracks has just been 

executed. First and foremost, a various component is used to start operating on less info with each pixel. The image 

change is then introduced, and the first parameter emerges as a result. However, the automatic correction criteria of 

juxtaposition, brightness, and histogram equalization were used for all of the mural particles employed in this study. 

They are determined by linearizing the distribution of the consolidated image intensiveness values. Figure 3 shows a 

Cracks extraction by image processing. 
 

 
Figure-3. Cracks extraction by image processing 
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2.2. Transformation of Detected Cracks into a Defined Lines Family by Artificial 

Intelligence 
Following that, that this so contour filter driver was used. In order to detect areas of radical shift in a data pic, 

this technician obfuscates the first synthetic form of an Original image to a coefficient being twice the normal basis. 

For all tests, the diameter is fixed at r=0.5. Even as intensity filtering, this option produces the strongest crack 

markings. Following that, the most advanced methods were being used. An obvious first step was to use a hill 

strainer to identify and remove ridges in a camera, which evaluates a basic curvature. This is accomplished by 

performing a local approximate solution of the adjacent pixels with both a 3rd polynomial widely recognized as the 

Eigenvector. Pixels with a larger huge index value than the child of the Histogram are chosen, and the required 

qualifications are reworked to give the nicest beliefs of the images at the discovered hillside line spots. Figure 4 

reveals the transformation of detected cracks into a thin lines’ family by artificial intelligence. 
 

 
Figure-4. Transformation of detected cracks into a thin lines’ family by artificial intelligence 

 

2.3. Characterization of Extracted Cracks 
From the software vision point of see, the strategy of distinguishing break plans is accepted to be a terribly basic 

step. The relative inconvenience in recognizing parts depends on whether their shape and commonplace introduction 

are known a priori, whether they start from the edge of the dissent, and whether the surface is irregular or sporadic. 

A key issue is the frequently especially small transverse estimations and down and out separate of splits. The human 

visual system may successfully recognize them, but they may really such as of que of non-adjacent single pixels 

inside the picture. In a number of the foremost discernibly awful cases, the surface is significantly wrapped up (with 

brush stroke plans) and this will certainly pose an issue for the area organize. In any case, focuses of intrigued may 

not be as well basic since in classifying craquelure plans the key highlights to recognize are the overpowering ones. 

Figure 5 depicts the transformation of detected cracks into a defined lines family by artificial intelligence and 

Characterization of extracted cracks. 
 

 
Figure-5. Transformation of detected cracks into a defined lines family by artificial intelligence and Characterization of extracted cracks 
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2.4. Determination of Craquelure Pattern Distribution using Artificial Intelligence 
A streamlined and summed up clarification of the calculation of directionality from the orientation histogram 

interior the crack-network and the around the world layers is appeared up interior the taking after steps.  

1. Standardize the introduction histogram such that the values are insides the between times  

2. Characterize directionality histogram models to conversation to required plans.  

3. Degree closeness between each standardized histogram and all outline histograms.  

4. Develop a directionality histogram W from the similitudes.  

5. Find the first uncommon, max (W) among all the values interior the likeness histogram and find the list k.  

Figure-6 shows Determination of craquelure pattern distribution using artificial intelligence 

 

 
Figure-6. Determination of craquelure pattern distribution using artificial intelligence 

 

2.5. Defining an Order Parameter of the Recognized Craquelure Pattern 
Another highlight which we find profitable in recognizing differing sort of parts is the straight line to genuine 

length extent. Straight line length is characterized as the arrange expel between 2 related convergences though 

honest to goodness length is given as the evacuate through the break way. Let us mean this particular highlight as 

break length. 

 

3. Results 
3.1. Human Controlled Calculations 

In this fragment, the comes almost of craquelure plans of the given depict parts are showed up, in which the 

white lead paints is utilized. Four chosen canvases are shown in Figure 7. From each depict as various as 

conceivable parts were trimmed. In this way, from the painting, 15 parts were extricated due to the wide locale of 

shinning parts in this particular depict. Inside the rest of the chosen portrayals, two or three parts were considered. 

Confinement in these cases develops from insufficiently regions with white lead. For all parts, both the tall and moo 

qualities were image-processed with the two steps calculation depicted in previous portion. The modified picture 

modification allowed to equalize the quality of parts that were in more awful condition. To start with directors inside 

the calculation methodology, such as grayscale, picture change, and a point channel, allow for separating the dataset 

of the depict parts into two categories. Figure 7 presents the determination of craquelure pattern distribution using 

artificial intelligence (original, two color, point and line, and data analysis).  

 

(a) 
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(b) 
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(f) 

 
 

(g) 

 
 

(h) 

 
Figure-7. Determination of craquelure pattern distribution using artificial intelligence; (a) original, (b) two color, (c) point and line, (d) data 

analysis, (e) original, (f) two color, (g) point and line, (h) data analysis 
 

3.2. Machine Learning Computation 
A classification framework for surge organization has been proposed to accumulate the distinctive progresses 

looked into. Require of half-breed models, which combine picture planning and machine learning, for surge 

organization was observed. In extension, the application of machine learning-based procedures inside the post-

disaster circumstance was found to be constrained. Hence, future endeavors ought to center on combining disaster 

organization data, picture taking care of strategies and machine learning gadgets to ensure reasonable and all 

enveloping disaster organization over all stages. The distance of different points is defined as  

d               
         ∥∥     ∥∥

 
 (1) 

A kind of new pixel (response variable) could be defined as 

                     (2) 

Where x were selected color features for training models and   were slope coefficients of those features. 

Figure 8 presents the Machine Learning computation with a Windows 10 laptop equipped with a Python (Core 

i7CPU, RAM 8 GB, and 4 GB GPU). The output held potential for detecting the abnormal cracks to achieve needs 
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of the crack pattern recognition by setting a single camera. Figure 9 presents the extracted pattern from The Virgin 

and Child in an Interior.  Figure 10 shows that how 3D data can improve the predictions.  
 

 
Figure-8. Machine Learning computation 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 
Figure-9. (a) The Virgin and Child in an Interior,Jacques Daret, (b) the extracted pattern 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 
Figure-10. (a) 2D image (b) 3D image (c) deeper 3D image 

 

4. Discussion  
This displayed strategy combined a few focal points of crack pattern recognition with progressed imaging 

preparing strategies like picture binarization, veil, and filling strategies to disconnect visual highlights, i.e. related to 

wellbeing conditions of panel painting without crack. The proposed method was an adaptable cleverly framework to 

find information in common situations. This strategy may encourage have extended into location of other crops 

condition in arrange to adjust sensible edit administration hones within the field of accuracy image processing. 

 

5. Conclusion 
In this work, the study of craquelure patterns in panel paintings has been presented for was used. In this study 

the purpose was to study the crack patterns in panel painting. First the cracks were extracted from a painting. Then it 

simplified with a line and a system of lines and the points of cross overs are studied as a model of crack pattern in 

that painting. Finally, the type of each cross points (X, Y or O), statics of line lengths and orientation, and crack 

island area were reported. The artificial intelligence was used for estimation of evolution of crack pattern is done 

based on continuation of end points and separating the big island to the smaller in load direction. 
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